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NOW you are probably planning your
I) date to attend the first Sets in Order Square
Dance Institute. As we announced last month,
this will be held on the Monterey Peninsula, just
east of Carmel, along the most beautiful and
rugged shore line in this state. Here is a little
condensed data sheet for your information.
WHAT? . .. Sets in Order First Summer Institute, limited to 300 participants.
WHEN? . . Afternoon of Wednesday, June 27,
to afternoon of Monday, July 2, 1951.
WHERE? ... At Asilomar Conference Grounds,
just outside of Pacific Grove, California.
WHY? . . To present a comprehensive week of
enjoyment and square dancing study for callers,
teachers, and experienced dancers, with emphasis on fun and good fellowship.
WHO? ... The teaching staff of the Institute will
consist of: Ray Smith of Dallas, Texas, as
Guest Instructor; noted Los Angeles callers
Dale Garrett, Jonesy, and Ralph Maxhimer on
Round Dance, Square Dance, and Calling Instruction. Bob Osgood, editor of Sets in Order,
will head the faculty.
Write EARLY for your application and further
information to Sets in Order Summer Institute,
462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif.
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!BOOKS Aff BOOKS fif and MORE BOOKS
HE RESEARCH minded square and round
dancer and the caller of today has certainly
found himself suddenly showered with a wide
assortment of books and written matter pertaining to his hobby.
It wasn't so many months ago that a person
interested in square dancing. had a fairly difficult
time locating source material. Old library books,
magazine articles scattered here and there were
about the only spots where any real thought and
planning had been given to a complete coverage
of the square dancing picture. Each caller depended almost entirely on the contents of his
own noteb000k—usually a battered collection of
calls — some invented, many collected in swap
sessions among other callers and in research made
by each individual.
Today however, we are in the midst of a tremendous "gold rush" of books and written material. Some of the books are in pamphlet form,
paper bound, and some are even in mimeographed form. Others are elaborately bound and
illustrated editions. Some touch on the history
and philosophy of the dances, but almost all
furnish dance descriptions and calls so sought
after by the callers. The books themselves fall
into many categories, and only the titles of a very
few of the hundreds of texts available will be
listed in this article. However, from time to time
Sets in Order will add, in future articles, more
titles to this ever-growing list.

T

BOOKS ON SQUARE DANCING
Cowboy Dances—Lloyd Shaw
A concise and a very thorough study of the
square dancing picture. A definite "must" in
the way of background for teachers, callers
and dancers alike. Many calls, some round
dances.
The Country Dance Book—F. Coleman and
Ralph Page
A truly delightful collection of the old-fashioned square dances, together with their history, lore, variations, with lots of help on the
old time contras and quadrilles.
Dances of our Pioneers—collected by
Grace Ryan
An interesting collection of simple squares
and contras with a few round dances tossed in.
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Interesting and different line illustrations.
Some music included.
Good Morning Calls
An unbeatable collection of music, calls and
directions for old-time dancing as revived by
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford of Dearborn, Michigan. The contents include the music, calls and,
instructions for many of the most popular oldtime Quadrilles, lancers, contra-dances and old
standard rounds.
Partners All Places All
—

Forty-four square and round dances that are
simple to do, by Miriam Kirkell and Irma
Schaffner. Each square or round figure complete with the calls and instructions on the
left-hand page and the music on the facing
right-hand page. Such simple figures as "Dive
for the Oyster," "Up-Town,' "Down-Town,"
"Cutaway 6-4-2," "Spanish Cavalero," etc. are
included. A good basic book for elementary
dancing groups.
Herb's Blue Bonnet Calls
-

Written by Herb Greggerson of El Paso, Texas.
First copyrighted in 1937, this 37 page book
of calls with illustrations and glossary has become one of the most widely circulated handbooks for dancers and callers throughout the
country.
Raymond Smith's Square Dancers' Handbook

More than 50 of the most favored calls in the
country, including a glossary and section on
patter, fillers, openers and enders. Very handy
and workable small-sized booklet. Raymond
Smith's Collection of Square Dances and Mixers

( a supplement to Raymond Smith's Square
Dance Handbook ) . Also written by Raymond
Smith of Dallas, Texas, this handbook printed
in August of 1950, includes many of the newer
squares and breaks. A very terse explanation
following each call makes this an extremely
usable text.
Square Dancing for Beginners

—

written by

Jack Hoheisal and Bob Osgood
A collection of some 27 calls and breaks, together with basic fundamentals of square
dancing as actually used in classwork with beginner groups. Each called line followed by
explanation of figure to be executed by dancers.
(Please Turn Page)
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(Books, Continued)
Arizona Style of Modern Square Dancing
Written by members of the Valley of the Sun
Square Dancing for the Intermediate — Jack
Square Dance Council ( in and around PhoeHoheisal and Bob Osgood
nix, Arizona ) . A collection of the squares and
A few of the more complicated square dance
rounds condensed into a handy 24 paged
figures and the more advanced breaks. Depamphlet and used as the official text for the
signed to follow up the handbook for beentire Phoenix area.
ginners. A handy 3"x 9" size to fit in the
ROUND DANCES
pocket. Book contains 39 calls and 4 breaks.
Square Dancing—The Newer and Advanced Round Dance Book—by Dr. Lloyd Shaw
The most complete basic collection of AmerDances—by Bob Osgood and Jack Hoheisal with
ican Couple Dances by Dr. Lloyd Shaw of ColoGlossary of Terms
West Texas Square Dances—by Jimmy Clossin rado Springs. Contains background of many of
the dances, some philosophy, good illustrations
and Carl Hertzog ( El Paso, Texas)
This forty-eight page collection contains a and many examples of all the basic round dances.
dictionary, around the ring dances, quadrilles, Round Dances—by Betty and Homer Howell
Here is an informal collection of a few of the
callers' chatter and general information pertaining to the calls themselves. This book has more recent as well as some of the old-time round
one of the cleverest systems of illustration of dances. Broken down into measures, each dance
various dances and fundamentals found any- is carefully outlined.
where. Instructions are clear and credit is quite Dancin' A Round — by Virginia Anderson,
religiously given wherever possible to those Ginger Osgood and Grace Hoheisal
Carefully planned instructions for 23 basic
originating the various dance figures. Contains
round dances, cleverly illustrated by Frank Gruna lot of original patter and endings.
deen, showing posture and footwork. A simple
Bob
Sumrall
Do-Si-Do—by
guide to some of the important elementary round
This caller from Abilene, Texas has originated dance figures.
several very danceable figures which are in- Miscellaneous Pics by Jack Duncan, Abilene,
cluded in this collection. The book is very Texas
clearly and intelligently divided intosections,
A book of calls and callers with full page picincluding sections on patter, ( broken down tures of 28 of the best known callers in Texas
into many different groups) and additional and California, together with calls that are the
sections for easy reference. Lots and lots of favorites with these individuals. A truly unique
very valuable information, intelligently and book.
clearly arranged.
Square Dance Carton Book—Here's to Square
Square Dancing Instructions—by Betty Casey Dancing by Frank Grundeen
An accomplished woman caller lends her
An unbeatable collection of typical dancing inknowledge of square dancing in this handy dividuals, as depicted in pictorial form by Sets
60-page booklet, divided into ten lessons, from In Order official cartoonist, Frank Grundeen.
the moat simple dances and fundamentals to
TEXTS ON SQUARE DANCE MUSIC
the more complicated figures, such as the
Several collections have been made of fiddle
"Teacup Chain," "Abilene Whirling Stars," etc. tunes to be used by square dance musicians. Here
Old Square Dances of America—by Neva Boyd are some of them.
and Tressie Dunlavy
Cowboy Dance Tunes—by Frederick Nore and
A fundamental book of square dance calls, Lloyd Shaw ( Also included in Cowboy Dances
suggestions and directions, written in 1932, by Lloyd Shaw )
well before the present upsurge of square dancA collection of tunes for hoedowns and couple
ing popularity. The book contains many of the dances, scored very simply for piano arrangeelementary dancing figures.
ments, it contains some basic 6/8 tunes as well
In Idaho it's Docey-Doe
as some 2/4 and 4/4 rhythm.
A manual of Idaho square dance calls col- Pioneer Western Folk Tunes—by Viola (Mom)
lected by Mel Day and Jere Long of Boise, Ruth
Idaho. This pocket-sized edition is filled with
A collection of fiddle tunes and instructions on
calls and instructions, and also the Larson Plan
proper fiddling, together with square dance
used so successfully by the two authors.
calls, quadrilles, chatter and endings.
4
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REAL boon to the callers everywhere is the
edition by the Windsor Record Company
of a series of two new hoedown records played
by a standard needle at 331/2 revolutions per
minute. Each side of the records is intended to
play for more than 6 minutes, sufficient time
to complete most square dance figures. The
music is recorded by the Sundowners' Band and
is recorded in such a way as to include a strong
bass beat along with the melody.
The tunes are decidedly different and are:
Ida Red ( tempo 134, key A ) and Marmaduke's
Hornpipe ( tempo 130, key D) ( No. 3101) ; as
well as Grey Eagle ( tempo 136, key A ) and
Bill Cheatham ( tempo 132, key A) ( No.
3102 ). A truly delightful experience is in store
for those calless who use these recordr for the
first time.
Other new ones on the Windsor label are
No. 7405, Old-Fashioned Girl and Hurry, Hurry,
called by Doc Alumbaugh; No. 7406, The Thing
and S ( L ) inging Hash, by Alumbaugh; and No.
7407, Manana, called by Al McMullen and The
Same Old Shillelagh, called by Alumbaugh. These
same records are available without calls also.
Numbers are 7105, 7106, and 7107.
A much needed item in every caller's, teacher's
and dancer's record collection has just been materialized by the Lloyd Shaw Record Company of
Colorado Springs, with its issuance of an album
of Mixer Dances.
Featuring two organs played by Fred J3ergin
and Marion Schultz, the album contains six of
the real favorite mixers including Cattle Call
Waltz, Mexican Mixer, Sunny Circle, Progressive Waltz, Tucker Waltz and Five Foot Two.
A fourth record in the album proves itself
most valuable by including a short "talk-thru" by
"Pappy" of each of the aforementioned Mixers.
SETS in ORDER, APRIL '51

If your group hasn't tried some of the old-timers
like Sunny Circle and Tucker Waltz, you'll find
the electrifying notes of the duo-organs real
dance inducers.
It seems as though all the record companies
are keeping up with the usual schedule of re-leasing up to date rounds and squares. MacGregor's new output includes special numbers
in both departments. With Jonesy on the business end of the mike, MacGregor produces its
new Album No. 8, with eight sides on which
Jonesy calls; Ocean Wave, Manana, Cindy, OldFashioned Girl, Girl I Left Behind Me, You
Call Everybody Darling, Irish Washerwoman,
and Red River Valley.
Single records of square dances with calls
just issued by MacGregor are Ralph Maxhimer's
very first calling record (No. 651) , Arkansas
Traveller backed by Maxhimer Hash; and (No.
652 ), Jonesy calling Oh Johnny and Hot Time
in the Old Town Tonight.
Without calls, MacGregor's new ones are
( No. 645) Cindy played by the Jones Boys and
Levis, Plaid Shirt and Spurs played by Stan
James; ( No. 646 ) Oh Johnny and Darling
Nellie Gray played by Stan James; and (No.
650 ) Lefty's Breakdown and Up Jumps the
Devil, played by the Saddle Kings.
Probably no single tune has been more anticipated for a round dance than has the Tennessee
Waltz, and recording for MacGregor (No.
648) is Ralph Maxhimer with both talking instructions and music for his delightful dance
written to this tune. Also with talking instructions by Ralph Maxhimer and music is Alice
Blue Gown ( No. 647). Another record ( No.
649 ) contains straight music for Tennessee
Waltz on one side, Alice Blue Gown on the
other.
5
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CALIFORNIANS
BARNSTORM
TEXAS

< .
.
Ward Orsinger back to camera ) plays host to a Texas group and the
Maxhimers at the Bright Shawl in San Antonio. Ralph at far left of
table, Eve at Mr. Orsinger's right.

(During the last few months Sets In Order has
reported the treks made by Southern California
Square Dance Ambassadors "Jonesy" Gilmore and
Osgood to far flung corners of the country with
Square Dance Institutes. Here's the first report of
a Round Dance tour completed by two more
Californians.)

Bobby Thompson, with Eve Maxhimer,
and Ralph, late at night after the Houston class, picking up some steps from
the young Baytown dancer.

EAVING a horde of friendly and enthusiastic folks in their wake, Eve and Ralph
Maxhimer, of North Hollywood, California, completed. their Texas tour on February 19th at San
Antonio, after having conducted sessions for
callers and dancers in Abilene, Houston, and
Lufkin, Texas. In Houston the Maxhimers were
dubbed "Mr. and Mrs. Couple Dance;" at Lufkin
some couples had come as far as 180 miles to
attend a round dance class and the Shrine Club
Benefit Dance; during the dance at the Blackstone Hotel in Fort Worth, Ralph was tried by
the "Law East of the Pecos" and charged with
posing as a caller without the permission of the
Dallas square dancers.

SUN VALLEY STAR
Original by Dwight Stewart
As Called by Slim Brough
Allemande left with the left hand lass
Bow to your own as you go past
Allemande right the right hand girl
Now walk right by your own little pearl
Allemande left with the old left paw
See saw 'round your pretty little taw
Partners pass left shoulders.
Gents center with a right hand star
Star all the way from where you are
Four gents make right hand star in center of
set.
A left hand 'round your corner girl
Now a right to your own, for a wagon
wheel, let's make it whirl
Four gents star around to corners, turn them
by the left arm, then turn their partners by
the right arm, flipping them out in a wagon
wheel whirl, catching them again by their
left elbows and continuing CCW around
circle.
Hub flies out, the rim goes in
Partners make CCW turn full around so that
gents are out, ladies are in.
A right to your own, you're goin' again
Partners drop hold, join right hands.
Left to the next and not too far
Into the center like allemande thar
When gents reach their right hand ladies
with left hands, couples turn CCW and men
go to center with right hand star, walking
backward, ladies forward.
Shoot that star with a full turn around
Promenade corner as she comes down
Couples turn CCW full around and meet
corners, who were original partners, for
promenade.
Promenade Red Hot
Right hand lady with the right hand 'round
Your partner left with a left hand 'round,
all the way 'round
Turn your left hand lady with a right hand
round
Back to your partner with a left hand 'round
And promenade your corner when she
comes down.
Note: Promenade Red Hot is used to progress
the dance to new partners.
Any good hoedown music will do for this
dance.
'

OF THE MONTH

SLIM BROUGH
Slim Brough of Los Angeles is a tall, lean
man who calls with all the effect of an electric
wire shooting off sparks. His dancers respond in
lust that fashion. Slim attended his first square
dance some three years ago and "made such a
mess" of "Birdie in the Cage" he and his wife,
Pat, decided to learn better. They joined the
local P.T.A. group and were soon dancing five
nights a week. What with Slim's professional
background on the stage when he was a boy
and a naturally resonant voice, calling was next
up. He started in just for fun and was soon calling, instead of dancing, five nights a week, with
Pat right along to share in the whole thing.
Slim says, "Square dancing is the best thing that
ever came in to the light; let's keep it burning!"

ti
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SQUARE DANCE CLUB
Emileotd qeeft Faille a Rea eizel ee,ieft9
Q INCE square dancers can have more fun being friendly and ifs easier to be more
friendly when you can identify the people
you're dancing with, or talking to, club emblems
and name-tags have become a very important
item in promoting fast getting acquainted in
square dance circles.
Not only is it interesting to dream up a design for your own club—and some clubs pick
their names with an easy-to-work out insignia
in mind—but there's a real fine feeling in wearing a handsome locket or tie-slide that identifies
you as belonging to an especially favortie club,
and adds to the over-all attractiveness of your
square dance outfit.
On this page and on this month's cover we've
illustrated some of the various types of club
emblems that are being used in the Southern
California area. Silver or gold on black is a
popular combination and seems to "go with
almost every color. Covered Wagon Squares use
a tiny metal covered wagon; Square Stars use a
square rimming a star; Circle Eight has the figure eight enclosed by a lariat circle. There is
almost no end to imaginative designs and
figures. Sometimes club members get together
to design their own emblems, but there are now
professional services which will add an artistic
flair or two.

8

Club identification insignia are divided into
two groups: one includes the lockets and tieslides of matching designs; the other the celluloid pin tags with a place for a removable card
bearing the dancer's name. These latter have
been found to break and come apart easily, but
are all right if they do not have to be used too
often, or too long. They are a little difficlut to
come by, also, and the problem is one to which
some adept designer could bend a little energy.
A tag which can be pinned on, is attractive, and
has the removable card, if obtainable at a nominal cost, would really meet a need.
In lieu of these cards, many clubs have other
types of name-tags, which may be the responsibility of the club's secretary. They are brought
to each meeting, handed to members when they
arrive, and collected again at the end of the
dance. Round, metal-edged pasteboard tags obtainable at any stationers' are good for this if
the name is printed on them in good, legible
letters. It's too hard to squint gracefully at a
lady's bosom or a man's shirt-front, especially if
his name is something like Dinwiddycup.
If the guest-list is known ahead of time, some
of the clubs add the courtesy of making special
tags for the visiting dancers, possibly of a different color, so that club members can identify
them as new nice people to meet, and welcome.
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MEET OUR

STARS IN THE NIGHT
First and third bow and swing
Lead right out to the right of the ring
Keep your lady on your right
Gents hook arms and hang on tight

Couple 1 goes to couple 2 and the gents hook
left elbows, making a line of four. Same for
couples 3 and 4.
Turn that line like a weather vane
It's cloudy in the East and looks like rain

Lines of four turn CCW.
Head ladies hook, make one big line
Turn eight in line, you're doing fine

Ladies 1 and 3 hook right elbows in center of
set and with them acting as pivot swing the
eight in line once around CW.
Swing it around like a garden gate
Be sure to keep it nice and straight
Break in the center as you were before
Turn again two lines of four

Ladies break in center and original lines of
four turn once around CCW.
Left hand high the ladies duck under
Two eight hand stars without a blunder
One over here, one over yonder
PAT HARVEY

Lovely Pat Harvey of Portland, Oregon, started
calling five years ago when the regular caller
walked out on a dance one night. The novelty of
a lady caller may have startled the sets on the
floor into staying; anyway, nobody left. This encouraged Pat to the point of studying and absorbing every written word she could find about
calls and calling. She and husband Ron went to
"Pappy" Shaw's August class in 1948, and have
made it a habit ever since. In 1948, too, the
Harveys started the Do-Si-Do Club in Portland,
hard going at first, but they kept plugging and
finally got the club to the "waiting list" stage.
The following year they organized the Merry
Mixers. Pat finds it a real and satisfying thrill to
call and watch a floorful of dancers moving in
perfect rhythm, forgetful of everyday cares, and
having fun.
SETS in ORDER, APRIL '51

Gents raise their joined left hands, making an
arch under which the ladies duck, quickly making a left face turn to face each other, joining
their right hands, as in "Harlem Rosette."
Two stars turning through the night
I never saw a prettier sight

Turn the stars to the right.
Now circle left and form two rings

Break stars into circles of four and circle left
Break those rings with corner swings

Partners are on wrong side, so corner swing
is with original partner.
Circle four and don't be slow
Break it up with a do-si-do.
Slap silly staggering to and fro
In a bolt and a half of calico
Now take your partner and home you go.

Repeat for side couples, having side ladies
hook to make one big line.
Use any good hoedown music.

As called by Ed Gilmore
First couple balance and swing, go down the center—
divide the ring and four in line you stand
Number 1 walks between Number 3, gent to the left, girl to the right and stands in a
line of four with Number 3.
Go forward four and fall back four, then a quarter sashay around to the right
The line of four goes forward to the center of the set, then falls back. Then the line of
four sashays to the right to stand behind Number 4, the person on each end of the line
joining hands with Number 4.
Go forward six and back to the ring, couple No. 4 balance and swing
The line of a our, with Number 4 standing in front to make the six, move into the
center and then falls back. Then Number 4 breaks and swings.
Go round and round with the pretty little thing
Now down the center, divide the ring and four in line you stand
Number 4 after their swing walk between Number 2, gent to the left, girl to the right
and stands in a line of four with Number 2.
Go forward eight and back that way, all four ladies to the right sashay
The two lines of four move into the center towards each other and then fall back.
Then the four ladies sashay to right and stand on the other side of the gent.
Two ladies chain across the set, then chain the line you're not thru yet
Follow the regular Route pattern. The two ladies facing each other in the two lines
chain across and then chain down the line.
Two ladies chain and now you're thru
Two ladies chain across once more ending with original partner.
Couple No. 3 and No. 4 do a right and left thru
Self explanatory.
Couples No. I and No. 2 say "How do you do"
Now Allemande left, etc.
Note: In calling the couples that do the "Right and Left thru," it is always the couple to
the left of the front couple in the line of six—i.e.: No. 4 and No. 3, No. I and
No. 4, No. 2 and No. 1, No. 3 and No. 2.
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• Almost every one of these lovely peopie is a Sets in Order subscriber. Shadrack's Hail, Mission, Kansas is appropriately
decorated.

2
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SETS IN ORDER PARTY

rr HERE'S nothing new under the sun, they
I say, but as far as we know, Mission, Kansas,
came out with a "first" on February 8th, when
the Sunflower Squares presented the initial Sets
in Order Square Dance Party at Shadracks
Under the sponsorship of Frank and Ursula Pecinovsky of Kansas City, an ingenious method
was devised to promote new subscribers to Sets
in Order Magazine, which they felt would, in
turn, help them in their own square dance
activity in that area.
Mimeographed bulletins were sent to friends
and callers throughout a rather wide area, inviting them to this special dance. Admission
charge was to show proof of being a subscriber
to Sets in Order, plus $1.00; or a brand new

subscription, plus $1.00. If those who attended
were not subscribers, old or new, the regular
admission price was $2.00. Those who wished
to subscribe at the door were, however, admitted
at the lesser rate of $1.00.
Elaborate decorations, a fine orchestra, and
an excellent turn-out filled the limited capacity
of the hall. The figures at the end of the evening showed that 56 "old" subscribers came,
while 3 3 newcomers picked up their new subscriptions.
Sets in Order provided ABC booklets with
subscription blanks for the occasion, and Ginger
and Bob Osgood, Sets in Order editor, were on
hand for a bit of the calling.

I

ON THE COVER...
This month we show you a collection of club insignia from local Los Angeles square dance clubs.
imagination, taste, and variety have gone into
their design. See Page 10, this issue, for further
ideas on the importance of the dub emblem in
the club's fun,
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First Couple Right and Circle Four Hands 'Round
First couple without swinging leads to the couple on the right and circle four.
Pick Up Two and Make It Six Hands 'Round
Number 1 man breaks, takes the hand of Number 3 ladys while her partner, Number 3
man, takes the hand of Number 2 lady and circles six.
Pick Up Two and Make It Eight Hands 'Round,
There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight
Number 1 man breaks circle as he comes around and picks up lady Number 4. Her
partner joins hands with lady Number 3 and circle eight hands to the left.
Allemande Left with the Lady on Your Left
Do a regular allemande left around your corner.
Allemande Right with the Lady on Your Right
Pass your partner by the right shoulder ( ladies going on the outside, men on the inside
of the circle) going to the original right hand lady and do a right hand allemande.
Allemande Left with the Lady on Your Left
Pass your partner by the left shoulder ( men on the inside of the circle again) going
to your original corner with your left hand and do a regular allemande left.
And a Grand Right and a Left All Around, My Baby
Starting with your partner a regular right and left grand.
Meet Your Honey and Do a Do-Sa-Do
When you meet your partner, instead of taking her hand pass right shoulders and do a
regular do-sa-do.
Take That Baby in Your Arms, 'Round and Around You Go
Regular waist swing your partner, two, three or more times.
Now Promenade Around With the Sweetest Girl in Town
There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight
Turn your partner under your arm after the swing and promenade her back to your
original home spot, turn her under your arm, balance away and face the center of the
square.
( Repeat this three more times to get each couple as the active unit.)

12
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ABILENE'S
SQUARE DANCE
CENTER

BETTY CASEY of Abilene, Texas
• Above: The Wagon Wheelers of Abilene, a prize-winning
exhibition group.

P

ERKY BETTY CASEY of Abilene, Texas, is

what might be termed a triple-threat gal in
the square dancing world. She's a caller and
teacher, having instructed some thousand adults
and 200 children in the intricacies of the allemande during the space of a year. She's the
author of, "Square Dance Instructions," a square
dancers' best seller. Besides, she runs the Square
Dance Center in Abilene, a spot where many of
the square dance activities of the town are held.
Accompanying photos show Betty in action, one
of her groups, and a view of the Center.

• Right: Abilene's Square Dance Center crowded for a
I
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'ROUND THE OUTSIDE RING
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This "Round The Outside
Ring," a collection of interesting Square Dancing
news items from different parts of the country other
than in our immediate neighborhood is a regular feature of "Sets In Order" and will be collected

and written by Helen Orem, Assistant Editor. All
information regarding activities of groups whose
activities would fall in this category should he sent
to Mrs. Orem, at 462 North Robertson Blvd., Los
Angeles 48, California.)

Festivals—Gone
A travelling square dancer could have been
kept very busy during the past few months if
he just attended all the Festivals, Roundups,
Jamborees, etc., that have taken place.
In Arizona the echoes of the Valley of the
Sun Festival in Phoenix can still be heard in the
the three gyms on the Phoenix Union High
School campus, where the "big" dances took
place, on Feb. 9 and 10. The fashion show on
Saturday afternoon, the fiddlers' contest, the
breakfast at Bud Brown's fabulous Barn, with
its mementos of the Old West, the Out-ofStaters dance which began at the Barn at 1 A.M.
and the innumerable dinner and after-dance
parties will long be remembered by those who
attended.
Oregon's Folk Dance Festival was on Sunday,
February 25th, at the St. John's Community
Center in Portland, host clubs being the O-N-O,
the O-N-T, and the O-T-S Dance Clubs. New
officers of the Oregon Federation are Art Gibbs,
Lester Spencer, Alice Patterson, John Newton,
Metha Gibbs, Violet Stockman, and Joann
Ritter.
In Old Oklahoma, the Central District of the
Oklahoma Square Dance Clubs, held its Fifth
Jamboree in the Oklahoma City Coliseum on
March 31st. The Folk Clinic was from 3 to 5
P.M., the Big Square Dance from 8 to 11 P.M.,
and entertainment and food topped off the evening between 11 P.M. and midnight. Howard
Thornton was General Chairman of the 1951
Jamboree, which sponsored a Ticket Sales Contest, rewarding the clubs which sold the most
tickets with cash prizes to bolster their treasuries.
The splendid Winter Carnival in St. Paul,
Minnesota, was seasoned by a square dance on
February 1st. Ralph Piper, Chairman of the
event, had as his committee John Wald, Wayne
Slocum, Morry Gelman, Bob Lundbohm, to
help him plan the affair which was held in the
Auditorium. Squares were kept simple, and
round dances were the familiar old ones, so that

everyone in the huge crowd of dancers in various stages of progress could participate and
have fun.
The Southwestern Square Dance Festival took
place March 23 and 24 in Dallas, all proceeds
going to the Crippled Childrens' Society. This
was a well-thought-out, well-organized event,
culminating in an extremely successful two days
of enjoyment. Dances to be done were announced ahead of time so that those who wished
could "practice up."
Roswell, New Mexico was the scene of the
State Festival on March 31st, in the M.I.T. Gym.
There was an afternoon swap and trade session,
and a main dance in the evening. The gym,
holding 120 squares, was well-packed, and
callers were drawn from all over the southwest.
The Southeastern District of the State Association, Wm. Ramer, President, were hosts at the
affair.
Tired yet? The foregoing by no means covers
all that was going on. There was, for instance,
the Palouse Roundup on March 24th, in Pullman, Washington. 'Way up in New England
the Folk Festival took place on March 30 and
31, in Cambridge, Mass. Then there was Fond
du Lac, Wisconsin's Third Annual Jamboree on
January 21st at the High School; and the first
Stampede of the Yuma County Association on
January 20th, in Yuma, Arizona's National
Guard Armory.
See what I mean? Square dancers who want
to tour the Festivals can reallykeep moving. In
fact, they might sometimes have to arrange to
be in two separate spots on the same day!
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Festivals—To Come
We've got Festivals coming, too. The St.
Louis Callers Guild sends out an invitation to
attend the National Folk Festival there from
April 4th to 7th. There will be workshop sessions in connection with the event, which is expected to be most coolrful. The sponsoring
Callers' Guild has grown within one year to a
SETS in ORDER, APRIL '51
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sharing of information and ideas.
The Second Annual Montana Square Dance
Festival, a Benefit, will be held in Butte again
on April 27th and 28th. At last year's event,
Dr. Lloyd Shaw was the guest personality. The
Friday night dance had 3500 people in attendance and on Saturday night there were 4700.
This year the beautiful Columbia Gardens
Pavilion will house the events, and Lloyd Crisppen of Butte is Festival Director, with an
assisting committee chosen from the square
dance clubs around Butte.

Kansas Gents and Janes
Back in January, 1950 the YMCA in Pittsburg, Kansas, was casting about for some new
activity which would offer entertainment for
adults under the Y's program. They hesitatingly
decided to try a square dance instruction class,
the Y's general secretary, Allen Gardner, studied
up on the general procedure, and a little announcement was put in the paper. A dozen
couples were expected to show up, but the Y
was amazed to find a beginning class of 96
couples, and a waiting list of 75 couples for the
second session, class limited by the size of the
gym floor.
In April this class formed the YMCA Gems
and Janes Club, accredited in the Y program,
and with the avowed purpose of improving and
sharing their skills in square dancing, creating
fellowship and acquaintance among adult
couples. Ex-officio members of the executive
committee are the Y's Allen Gardners. The rest
of the officers, chosen from those receiving the
most votes, then the next most, etc., are the
Fred Glicks, Glen Hastings, F. G. Morrises, and
Wesley Hesses.
During 1950, Gents and Janes held 38 dances
with an average active membership of 40
couples. They sponsored an instruction class for
beginners, and a callers' class with Bill Gehrean,
instructing. The club meets weekly and does a
lot of "mixing" during the evening. Once a
month they have a party, planning the dance
around a holiday theme, and invite other clubs
in to dance with them.
SETS in ORDER, APRIL '51
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On February 17th, the Seattle Police Ball was
held in the Civic Auditorium. It has always
been quite a social event in the Washington
city, with local and state dignitaries attending
and nearly everyone in full evening dress.
Square dancing has crept into the Police Department personnel, however, and this year,
after due consideration, it was decided to try a
double feature dance.
The Civic Auditorium has two floors, so the
larger and better floor was set aside for the
routine Ballroom Dancing which followed the
usual pattern. The lower floor was given over to
the Square Dancers of the city. Upstairs, evening dress was much in evidence and everything
was proper and formal; downstairs was a good
old hoedown such as the Seattle people have
grown used to. The formality of the Police Ball
was gone; the full-skirted cotton dresses of the
ladies and western attire of the men were a gay
sight.
During the course of the evening, the sides
of the square dance hall were lined with people
from the other dance watching, and that look
was detected in their eyes which said, "Gee,
that looks like fun. I wish I could do it!" As a
matter of fact, such interest was stirred in the
Police Department about square dancing that
a class for beginners has been started for the
officers and their wives, and it's a good bet that
next year's Police Ball will include many more
square dancers from the Department.

Pocatello's Progress
Mel Day, the caller from the Boise, was the
one who sowed the seed of dancing interest in
Pocatello, Idaho, and started a lot of people
having a fine time. The first club in the area,
the Poky Square Dancers, was formed by Mel's
brother Stan. Now ‘there are six or seven groups
who dance regularly. Stan Day and Lawrence
Walker have organized the callers in the Southeastern part of Idaho into the Snake River
Square Dance Association, and the square an,d
round dancing activity is beginning to get a
really good foothold there.
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RANEE RIVER
By David Pease

Music—"Swanee River"—Rainbow Record No. 30099
Formation: Couples in Varsouvienne position facing counterclockwise around the room.

Pattern

Music 2/4)
Measure

I. Chasse and Stagger

1-3
4

Moving toward the center of the circle, chasse left with 3 chasse steps,
swing right foot across in front of left.

5-8

Repeat action of 1-4 moving toward outside of circle and swing left
foot in front of right.

9-12

Moving in line of direction, step left, step right, across in front of left,
step left across in front of right, and right across left. ( Stagger step)
Repeat action of 1-12.

13-24

II.

-

1-2

In line of direction both M. and W. start with left foot take two twosteps forward.

3-4

Man takes two two-steps forward, at the same time left hands are
dapped and woman executes two right face twirls.

5-8

Dropping hands make individual turns away from each other, that is W.
making a right turn and M. a left turn, the turns are made with four
two-steps.

III.
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Two step, Twirl and Individual Turn

Polka, Walk and Chasse

1-8

In closed position take six polka steps. On last polka twirl W. twice into
close position facing in line of direction.

9-12

Starting with outside foot walk forward two steps (one step per meas.)
face each other and take three chasse steps to M's left and swing right
over left (W. uses opposite foot) .

13-16

Repeat action of 9-12 in opposite direction.

17-24

In closed position dance six polka steps. On last polka twirl W. twice
into closed position.

25-40

Repeat measure 9-12.
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REPORT FROM PALOMAR
By Fred Barth

1
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The Northern San Diego County Square Dance
Association, at its meeting on. March 12th, voted
to officially change the name of the association
to the Palomar Square Dance Association, after
the famous mountain within its boundaries. New
name will be effective May 1, 1951. New officers
will be elected April 9, 1951. On the nominating
committee are Fred Barth, Silver Dollar Club;
John Trotter, Circle an d Swing Club; Ray Bejan,
32 Club; and Oliver Atkins, Vista Whirlaways.
Palomar's Spring Jamboree will be held in
the Oceanside-Carlsbad High School Gym on May
6, 1951, 1 to 5 P.M. Callers will be announced
later. Admission $1.00 per couple.
On Sunday, March 11, a "Roundup" took
place at the Williams Square Barn in San Marcos,
with about 170 present. Local callers, including
Frances Wi lliams, Whitey Brotzman, Betty Clopine,
Lennie Hogg, Vic Biewener, Kenny Young, Walter
Clopine and Don Ward, took their turns at the
mike. This follows the recently adopted plan of
the Association, wherein there will be local
Roundups. every two months, with local callers,
and having one Association Club acting as host
each time. The next one will be on Sunday, April
15, at Taylor's Mountain Ballroom at Los Tules,
about one mile out of Warner Hot Springs, with the
Warner Hot Springers as hosts.
Two couples from Escondido's Silver Dollar
Club, the Dennie Smiths and the Fred Barths,
attended Loyd Collier's Institute in San Diego
March 1-4.
Assorted News-Bits
Lennie Hogg, of L.A.
and Valley Center, was guest caller at Chula
Vista's Wagon Wheelers Club Saturday night March
10 The A.L.A. Club, American Legion Auxi Iiary, had a St. Patricks Dance Friday night March
16, at the A.L. Hall, Escondido
Oh, yes, and
several piggy banks have made their appearance
in the homes of some of the local dancers who
had such a terrific time at the Phoenix Festival
this year. They are being stuffed and are expected
to "pop" along about February, 1952!

On February 24, the Council of Square Dance
Associations, with the Cow Counties Association
as host, met in Redlands. La Posado Hotel was
the scene of the business meeting, which began
at 2:30 P.M., Carl Anderson, Cow Counties President, in charge. Representing six of the seven
Associations which are members of the Council
were: Harry Brown, President, Tri-Counties; the
Harry Long shows and the Ralph Wahlmarks, Western Association; the Russ Huestises, Associated
Square Dancers; the Bob Storks, South Coast
Association; the Arthur Shermans, San Diego
County Association. Besides the Carl Andersons,
the Gibb Welches of Cow Counties, were present.
Sets in Order's representatives were the Jay Orems.
Anderson introduced John Humen, of a Redlands insurance office, with whom he has made a
study of the insurance problem as it affects Associations and square dance clubs. Mr. Humen discussed a method which is now in operation in
Cow Counties, whereby coverage can be had for
member-clubs of Associations, at a reasonable
fee.
Next year's Rose Parade Float, to represent
square dancing, was brought into the discussion,
and ways and means of obtaining finances to enter and decorate it, were considered.
Other topics which came into the afternoon
talks were "too much or too little standardization"; the article on square dancing from Recreation Magazine, which Russ Huestis read to the
group; and ideas for continuance of clubs formed
and methods to bring absent members back into
the fold.
The Council will welcome information on any
new associations in California. Such news may
be sent to Helene Sherman, Rt. 1, Box 324-B,
Alpine, California, or to Gibb Welch, 2751 Iris,
Riverside, California.
The next Council meeting will be held on
May 20th, in San Diego, with the San Diego County
Association as host. This will be an all-day
affair, beginning with business at 10 A.M., a midday dinner, and a dance afterwards.
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HOHEISAL

AT

NEIGHBORHOOD

Hal Rose, President of Neighborhood Squares,
which meets at Miles Playhouse, Santa Monica,
a nnounces that Jack Hoheisal will be regular
caller for the group, replacing Jim Munyon, who
as gone off to China Lake to live. This club
eets second and fourth Fridays.

M

ASSORTED DANCES
Tab these. Open dances for intermediate to
dvanced dancers may be found: Each Saturday,
:30 to 11 P.M., John-Simms Park, Bellflower,
with Willis (Brownie) Brown as caller; On second
aturdays, Queen Anne Playground, Los Angeles,
at 8:30 with Slim Brough calling.
In Whittier,
the Fifth Friday Squares meet on that night each
month at Bailey School Gym, Whittier, Ozzie and
nd Margie Stout, callers. Also, beginning Wedesday, April 4th, the Stouts will conduct eight
eginning square dance sessions at Bailey School
yrri, 7:30 to 10:30 P.M.

NORTHERN SQUARE DANCERS
ELECT OFFICERS
On March 4th, in South San Francisco, a
meeting was held at which the final draft of a
constitution was accepted, officers elected, and
a name chosen for the square dancers' association.
The name chosen was Northern California
Square Dancers' Association.
Officers elected
are as follows:
President, Walter Wells, Jr.,
Marin Hoedowners; Vice-President, Chas. Long,
Dudes and Dolls; Secretary, Eugene George, The
'49ers; Treasurer, Jack James, Castro Valley
Swingers. Directors are: Wm. Reiley, Dip and
D ivers; R. W. Swenson, Hilltopper Hoppers; C.
Carpenter, So. S. F. Lariats; F. Westmoreland,
The '49ers; and Fred Baker, Pioneers.
Two new clubs have just been admitted to
the Association - the Valley Paws & Taws of
D anville and the Grasshoppers of Hayward.
A committee was appointed to formulate
plans for a Stampede in the near future.. The
next meeting of the General Committee is scheduled for April 8th in South San Francisco.

,

HERMOSA BEACH REFRESHER GROUP

ROUNDUPS ANNOUNCED
Local Associations announce the following
get-togethers to usher in the spring.
On April
th, 2 to 5 P.M. at Carillo Auditorium, Santa
Barbara, the Tri-Counties Association will have
...its Spring Roundup. On April 22nd, South Coast
w Association will have its 4th Promenade at Long
Municipal Auditorium. MC's: Ted Roland
"rand
and Clarke Kugler; exhibitions by Dave Clavener
nd Walt Baumann. On May 8th will be the 2nd
Roundup of the 4th District, Associated Square
Dancers, spot to be announced later.

"r

GOLDEN TOUR
Cal Golden, attached to the March Field Air
Base, plans a trip to teach square dance Institutes, per the following schedule:

00, April 23 - Albuquerque, New Mexico
Dr. Gerald Northcutt, 3415 E. Silver Ave.
*April 26 - Salina, Kansas
Art Roberts, 210 West Ellsworth
April 30 - Little Rock, Arkansas
Odis Huggins, 524 Broadway Avenue
May 1 - Wichita, Kansas
Dr. R. L. Fleming,.4217 East Douglas
May 5 - Laramie, Wyoming
Walt Hazett, 169 North 7th Street
May 7 - Steamboat Springs, Colorado
Lowell Shearer, Box 112
May 8 - Salt Lake City, Utah
Wilford Marwedel, 4588 Holleday Boulevard
-May 9 - Las Vegas, Nevada
Guy Mathis, 160 1 West Charleston Boulevard
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For a short time, the Hermosa Beach Recreation Commission is sponsoring a free round and
square dance workshop every Tuesday from 7:30
P .M. to 11 P.M. at Clark Stadium, Hermosa Beach.
This is designed to be a "refresher" course for
those who have not square danced for some time
and those who wish to brush up on styling. Scotty
Williams is instructor and caller for this group.

VILLAGE SQUARES DISPLAY HOSPITALITY
Carlsbad, the beach town down the coast
from Los Angeles has a club, the Village Squares,
meeting every first and third Thursday at Carlsbad Elementary School, which follows the custom
of inviting another club as guests on the fifth
Thursday, when it occurs. In March they were
hosts to the 32 Club of Fallbrook. The newly
elected Board for Village Squares are: Dr. Blair
P ace, President; Mrs. Fred Breylinger, Secretary; Mrs. Ed Morgan, Treasurer; John Van Every,
Ass'n. Representative; and Calvin Gabriel, Past
Walter and Betty Clopine call for
P resident.
this group, and visiting square dancers are invited to come in and dance with them.

TWO GROUPS AT SHERMAN OAKS P ARK
A children's square dance group, welcoming
youngsters between the ages of eight and twelve
or thirteen, is being conducted by Mrs. Virginia
Pintarell at the Van Nuys-Sherman Oaks War
Memorial Park, Main Building, 14201 Huston. The
time is after school on Fridays, the class beginning at 3:30 P.M.
An adult group also meets at the same spot
on the second and fourth Saturdays of the month.
Stressing high level dancing, this open group has
Glen Story as its caller.

CORNER OF THE HALL

SAN GABRIEL

By Lefty Allemande
Comesthe first breath of spring and old Lefty
becomes inspired.
Herewith another piece.
Another inspiring angle on this spring thing
is the .strong possibility that these first balmy
nights will spell a disappearance of these horrendous pantaiettes and baggy bloomers the square
dancing sisterhood wears in winter. From here
on out I recommend that all callers prepare programs replete with Wagonwheels!
An encouraging sign in So-Cal square dancing
about this time is the increase of visiting back
and forth ofdancers from the vari ous associations.
A lot of the dancers from our Cow Counties Hoedown Association (confidentially, there are more
c -, J in southern L.A. county) are deriving a lot
o f ple ❑ sure from visits to club dances and roundups in the metropolitan area.
By the same token, more and more L.A.
faces are seen at shindigs up in this neck of the
wood s.
Notonly does one meet some charming peeps
in these visitations, but he 'most always learns
things. Dancers from these parts are always impressed by the seemingly smooth square dancing
practiced in the L.A. area, while smog refugees
seem to delight in the stomping, whooping fun
thatdancers up this way indulge in. For instance,
you ain't had no experience until you've had
"Bus" Shurtleff, veep of the CCHA, haul you
around the square piggy-back during Alabama
Jubilee! And about the altitudinous way this self
same character chains the ladies - ask any sweet
young thing weighing less than 135!
Seen up this way frequently, visiting dances
from Riverside to Yucaipa are such L.A.-ers as;
the Dale Garretts, Arnie Kronenbergers, Joe Verner
and his charming friend Iris McCarty, the Al
L aynes, the Stu Wilsons, La Claire Windsor, the
L igieres, and numerous others.
Iri exchange, a whole batch of dancers from
Riverside, Redlands, San Bernardino, and Yucaipa
were in evidence at the last Windsor Supper Club
dance - the Dean Painters, the Pud Thompsons,
the John Boyds, the Spence Cockerhams, and the
Harold r- hutev.
Which brings up a thought!
Let's make a
n ice gossipy social 'colyum' out of this piece.
If you do any visiting around - out of your area or
to some club not on your regular schedule, drop
u s a line and tell us whose guests you were or
whose host, whom you met, etc.
Let this apply to all areas in the sound of
this broadcast. Send us your personals, younguns,
and let's all get our names in print!
L efty Allemande, PO Box 842, Redlands, Calif.

GABBY

By Neal
San Gabriel Valley has been invaded by
another furriner, Ed Gi Imore, and we all love it!
The new Scoot and Scat Club held its first dance
last month in Arcadia. An interesting thing about
this "scoot and scat" business, Ed himself origin a te d this polite form of insanity, but he said he
first called it as "scoot'' for the men and "sick'ern" for the ladies. "Sicksern" was mistaken
for "second" so he changed it to "Scat". After
the idea was taken up by the square dance field,
Ed modestly sat back with his laurels cocked
over one eye, until Rickey Holden came along and
showed him a reference to a dance done over 100
years ago where a command was given for the
gentlemen to move on to the next set. Well, that's
the way life goes, Ed, but you still originated
the "Scoot and Scat's phrase for us and thank you
for the fun! Sam Bevis is Prez of this new outfit,
assisted by his taw Burgess; Jack and Alice
It
Goodwin are Vice and Membership; Fred "Hoppy
and Doris Hoppin, Treas.; Howard and Peggy
Topp, Sec'y.; and Doris and Bob McCartney,
Social Chairman, dishing out the cherry pies!
The Council of Square Dance Associations
held in Redlands this time was QUITE AN AFFAIR! After the business meeting, the entertainment hosted by Cow Countle s s Carl Anderson,
included a Southern Chicken dinner complete with
corn fritters. Yes Mom! After which the overstuffed guests were invited to dance in Yucaipa
with Ed Gilmore in a hall festooned with cherry
blossoms. Our Country Cousins do All Right!
Speaking of Associations, must certainly add
something about the Western Square Dance Ass'n.
JAMBOREE (if it's not too late?) We neglected
to say that Ralph Wahlmark furnished the elbow
grease that made it run so smoothly! And in
reference to the music in particular! Now we all
like Jack Barbour a lot; there's a lot of him to
like. He is undoubtedly one of the best pianner
pounders in these parts, besides being an excellent dancer. BUT he didn't furnish ALL the music. Our own Dude Turner, of Corona, and his
Orange Blossom Specials supplied the music for
the Evening Session! Dude is well known for his
fancy fiddling, winning many prizes here and in
foreign parts, Arizona and the like. They don't
come any finer than Dude. Ask him to play his
Orange Blossom Special when you see him next.
A rare treat of sweet fiddle playing!
Juneand Bud Neiley are the gadThis 'n' That
abouts this month! Went to the Central Valley
Callers Association Jamboree up north and had a
big time visiting and c al ling for the Perl en Squares
of Modesto and learning "The Butcher Boy".....
The Cotten and Denim Club, believed the oldest
organized, and undoubtedly the most exclusive
club in San Gabriel Valley, celebrated their SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY So many of us miss
Dutch and Mari on Holland from our dances. Dutch' s
big Uncle Sam called him back to finish a job.
Fashion note of the month.—Burgess Bevis'
cafe au bait" organdy skirts (3), floating like
a cloud with white embroidered edges!
"
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GARDENA DANCERS CHOOSE NAME

SPINNING HEELS POT LUCK

The "Glass Slippers" is the name chosen for
the square dance group which meets every Friday
evening at the American Legion Hall in Gardena.
The name honors the group's caller, Herb Glass.
At a recent guest night, the hall was full of
out-of-town dancers. Mrs. Herb Anderson and Mr.
A. Wenger, visitors from Kansas, entertained Mrs. Anderson at the piano and Mr. Wenger with
his fiddle. Aribbon bow adorns this fiddle, which
its owner says was put there by his sweetheart
40 years ago and has never been removed.
The Glass Slippers is an open dance for intermediate and advanced dancers, starting at 8:30
P .M.

The Spinning Heels of Manhattan Beach held
a pot-luck dinner on Saturday, February 24, preceding their regular evening of dancing. Everyone
had a wonderful time and enjoyed the tasty variety of foods prepared,.
Meeting on the 2nd and 4th Saturdays
month, with Treg "Doc" Brown calling,

WANT SOME FUN?
Every Tuesday night at the stroke of eight,
Starlighters gather with their own sweet date.
Sun Valley's the town,
Sun Valley Junior High is the hall,
7330 Bakman Street, where Glen Story calls.

Y ou' re

BOWS AND - BEAUX!
The Bows and Beaux Club is the name adopted by a recently organized group made up of
those who have been attending square dance sessions on Tuesday evenings at the YWCA in Glendale.
This club, closed at a membership of twenty
squares, was organized especially to provide an
opportunity to dance regularly to Ralph Maxhimer' s
calling. Music is furnished by the Ozark Hoedowners.
The plan of organization was developed by
a committee of three couples: Bill and Anne
Schoper, Allan and Catherine Pollock, and Bert
and Anne Wrede. Beginning next quarter new officers will be installed and the operation of the
club will be turned over to them.

I enclose check [1] money order
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squares.
We all make mistakes, but nobody cares.
Friendship is our aim,
For you fun and laughter.
Dance with us once, and you'll come ever after.
oil Invrtea to our open

-Marion Behncke

OPEN ADVANCED DANCE
A new open dance in North Hollywood has
been announced by The Barnstormers, sponsors
of the dance, every 1st and 3rd Thursday of the
month. The calling is done alternately by Arnie
Kronenberger (1st) and Dale Garrett (3rd). Meeting place is at 5263 Bakman Avenue in North
Hollywood. Dancing is at an advanced level,
the acoustics are good, and, more than anything,
the group is a friendly one.
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FOR SQUARE DANCING

al Callally

OVER 30 CALLS -- with suggestions
of tunes to use with dances.
To quote "Jonesy": "I hope you will have as much enjoyment

with this little book as I have had in putting it together. Have
fun with your square dancing because, as far as I am concerned, square dancing is fun."

'1.00

Quantity Discounts
to Callers and Instructors

Californians add 3% sates tax
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Large stock of
riginal square dance dresses petticoats - pantelets - shawls
12325 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, Calif.
Phone SUnset 2-4302
Open Wednesday Evenings 'til q p.m.

THE OPEN SQUARES
The complete Monthly Directory of
OPEN SQUARE DANCES
in the Southern California area

$1.00 PER YEAR
Special Notice to Callers
All Open Dances listed FREE
Please getcopy in by the 15th

The Open Squares
Box 336-M

Pasadena 17

DON & EVELYN FRISBEE'S

BELLESakdANDBEAUX
- WESTERN

SPORTSWEAR ______.

■ Square dance clothes
■ Square dance records
Square dance gifts
■
Hiway 101, betty. Fullerton and Anaheim

Official monthly magazine of the
Folk Dance Federation of California
Includes dance descriptions, new calls, Folk and
Square Dance news, pertinent advertisements,
pictures, cartoons, articles by Folk and Square
dance leaders, record and book reviews, costume information, personality sketches and
other folk and square dance information.
$2.50 Per Year
Folk Dance Federation of California
262 O'Farrell Street
Room 301
San Francisco 2, California
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("From the Floor" is the Square Dancer's opportunity to take "pot shots" at "Sets In Order" or the
Square Dancing picture in general. Send your comments to the Editor, "Sets In Order", giving full
name and address. Unsigned letters will be disregarded.)

Dear Editor:
We enjoy Sets in Order more than we can
say and find it a tremendous asset to our Western
Square Dancing. We square dance as often as we
can and belong to several groups in the Bethesda
area of Washington. The members of these
groups are strict adherents of the Western style
and many of our callers are disciples of "Pappy"
Shaw.
We use Sets in Order as a guide for our new
dances and calls. It would be a great help if you
could index the dances and calls in each issue
near the front, to facilitate finding a particular
dance at a later date. I find myself having to run
thru a stack of issues each time I try to locate a
dance that I know appeared in the magazine.
We in the East would appreciate more information about Square Dancing events this side
of the Mississippi.

MRS. L. E. FRECHTLING

Washington, D.C.
( Editor's Note: Each January and July we print
indices of the dances which have appeared in
Sets in Order in the previous six months. We
could print more news of square dancing in the
east—if someone would send it in! )
Dear Editor:
Once a month I receive welcome words from
the "little woman" when she says, "Sets in Order
came today." And like the song those scintillating callers sang at Shaw's in August —"with a
grab, grab here and a grab, grab there," I grab
your little old magazine.

JOHN WALD
St. Paul, Minn.
(Please turn to page 25)
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may

-BOBOSGOOD'S-

WE SHIP ANYWHERE!

Weeocta book!
"Singing Calls" as called by Fenton "Jonesy" Jones. Thirty-three of "Jonesy's"
favorite singing calls as only "Jonesy" can call them. $1.00

PARE IS OUR CO/HPLETE SPNCK ACP."IIIICS ON
CO11 I A DC AND ROUND DANCING:
gali

IJI

AMERICA SQUARE DANCES
Burgin, Dot
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCES
Owens, Lee
THE COUNTRY DANCE BOOK
Tolman & Page
COWBOY DANCES (some music)
Shaw, Lloyd
COWBOY DANCE TUNES (music only)
Knorr & Shaw
DAKOTA SQUARE DANCE BOOK
AND INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL
Jennewein, J. Leonard
DANCE AWHILE
Harris, Pittman, Swenson
DANCES OF EARLY CALIFORNIA DAYS
(some music)
Czarnowsik, Lucile
DANCES OF OUR PIONEERS (some music)
Ryan, Grace L.
DANCIN' A ROUND
Osgood, Anderson, Hoheisal
DOCEY DOE-Idaho Square Dances
Day & Long
DO-SI-DO
Sumrall, Bob
FOLK TUNES (music only)
Chicago Park District
GARDEN STATE SQUARE DANCES
La Forge, Rod
GOOD MORNING (music)
Ford, Mr. 8 Mrs. Henry
HERB'S BLUE BONNET CALLS
Greggerson, Herb
LI"KlinD Velil ID DA DTMCD

14441•4...449,

4:444 agenest;ri
*...9 IS Ill 1 0111,4 a r•a.rt 'twists-1 1111\141.%1

$1.50*
3.50*
2.75*
5.00*
.75*

1.50*
2.50*

5.00*
3.00*
1.00*
1.00*
2.00*
1.50*
1.00*
.75*
1.50*
7. cri*

Durlacher, Ed
LEARN TO DANCE AND CALL SQAURE DANCES
THE FOSTER WAY
Packet of Cards, Part 1, Part
each 1.00

2.00*
101 SINGING CALLS
Lyman, Frank
3.95*
PARTNERS ALL-PLACES ALL (with music)
Kirke!! & Schaffnit
4.00*
PIONEER WESTERN FOLK TUNES (music only)
Ruth, Viola "Mom"
PLAY PARTY GAMES (with music)
2.50*
Durlacher, Ed
5.00*
ROUND DANCE BOOK (music notes)
Shaw, Lloyd
1.50*
ROUND DANCES
Howell, Betty & Homer
1.00*
SINGING CALLS (cards) (with musk)
Thomas, Charley
.50*
SIXTEEN SINGING CALLS
La Forge, Rod
1.00*
SQUARE & CIRCLE
Anderson, Virginia
1.00*
SQUARE DANCING FOR BEGINNERS
Osgood, Hoheisal
1.00*
SQUARE DANCING FOR INTERMEDIATES
Osgood & Hoheisal
SQUARE DANCING, THE NEWER &
1.00*
ADVANCED DANCES
Osgood & Hoheisal
SQUARE DANCE HANDBOOK Volumes 1 & 2 Each 1.50*
Smith, Raymond
2.00*
SQUARE DANCE INSTRUCTION
Casey, Betty
1.00*
SQUARE YOUR SETS
Waudby, Marion & George
.50*
TWELVE HOMEMADE SQUARE DANCES
Thomas, Charley
1 ,50*
WEST TEXAS SQUARE DANCES
Clocsin A Hertiog
1.20*
WESTERN SQUARE DANCES (some music)
McNair, Ralph J.
*When ordering books by mail, please add 10c to
cover postage.

When ordering records by mail, please add the following to cover postage
and insurance:
Packing Chg.
Plus: 1 Record
" 2
ILI

3

$ .25
.25
.35
.40

" 4
1
5
■

IJ

Each additional record . .
C.O.D. Recommended

.45
.50
.05

*Californians add
3% sales tax

462 N. ROBERTSON BLVD. • LOS ANGELES 48, CALIF. • CR. 5-5538
We are located 1 1/2 blocks north of Beverly Blvd.

e
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OF SQUARE DANCE EVENTS

See our Newest Styles in
Square Dance Dresses
Accessories to match
• Designed by eunice

Write for Attractive Picture Brochure
5611 W. Washington Blvd., WHitnoy 4595
Los Angeles, California
OPEN MONDAY EVENING

A SQUARE DANCE DUDE RANCH
In the beautiful Hill Country of

TEXAS
CIRCLE R DUDE RANCH, MEDINA
May 28 thru June 2

• Rickey Holden
teaching squares and calling

• Frank Kaltman
teaching new round dances
For information write Rickey Holden,
835 Erie Ave., San Antonio 2, Tex.

"GENTS SWING IN"
TO

WOODRUFFS Men's Store
FOR

SQUARE DANCE TOGS
28 W. Main • Alhambra • AT 2-1640

ORIGINAL

SQUARE DANCE
JEWELRY

CLUB PINS! TIE SLIDES! RIBBON PENDANTS!
Wear your Club's exclusive design! Send
a rough sketch of your Club initials,
name, or symbol—and the size desired
State quantity required, and you will receive a beautiful design in color, created
by our artists, together with prices.
.

J. A. MEYERS & CO. INC.
1031 W. 7th St., Los Angeles 14, Cal.
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Apr. 4-7—National Folk Festival
St. Louis, Mo.
Apr. 7—Saginaw Valley Festival
Saginaw Auditorium, Saginaw, Mich.
Apr. 8—Tri Counties Association Roundup
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Apr. 20-21—Houston Festival
Coliseum, Houston, Texas
Apr. 21—Festival
Natrona Co. H.S. Gym, Casper, Wyo.
Apr. 22—South Coast Association Promenade
Municipal Auditorium, Long Beach, Calif,
Apr. 22-4th District, Assoc. Square Dancers
Roundup, Glendale Civic, Glendale, Calif.
Apr. 26-1st Anniversary, "Build a Park
Day" Square Dance
Louise Hays Park, Kerrville, Tex.
Apr. 27-28-2nd Annual Montana Festival
Columbia Gardens, Butte, Mont.
Apr. 28—Spring Festival
Rogers Memorial Coliseum, Fort Worth, Tex.
May 5—Galveston Festival
Menard Park, Galveston, Texas
May 5-3rd Annual Holiday-in-Dixie
Square Dance
Municipal Auditorium, Shreveport, La.
May 18-19-3rd Annual Festival
Wenatchee, Wash.
June 4—Callers' Association Jamboree
Larkspur ( Marin Co.), Calif.

COMPLETE YOUR FILE
There are still a very few of the older back
issues of Sets in Order available, which may
be secured at 25 cents each, through the Sets in
Order office, 462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif.
These can be had:
1949:
March-April (one isssue )
May
June
July
August
October
November
December
A -limited quantity of each of the issues for
1950 is also available.
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Dear Editor:
Thought you might want to hear from a
former student who has strayed into the wild
hills of Kentucky. Have been unable to find out
anything about a Kentucky Running Set but did
see something that was quite amusing. What
they call the real old-time square dancing here
consists of a constant jig step during the whole
of a dance, whenever a couple or dancer is working a figure. The dances are very simple, like
"Take a Little Peek," and each square has its own
caller who calls as he dances. It seems funny to
see a bunch of sets on the floor and each one
doing a different dance. The music keeps on going until all squares are finished.
We have been welcomed with open arms and
they are all crazy to learn our California style.
We have several classes and dances. We had a
square in a recent square dance frolic here. I
was dressed up fancy-like and called "Wreck of
the '97" for the Illinois Central R.R. Service Club.
The dancers here learn the round dances surprisingly quickly and they sure do like them. The
most surprising part of that fact is that most of
the dancers have never done ballroom dancing.
"STEVE" STEVENS

Paducah, Ky.
THE IDEAL DRINK FOR YOUR CLUB . . .

ati ALBUM NO. THREE
No. 117 The Cattle Call Waltz
& The Mexican Mixer
No. 1 19—The Spanish Circle
a the Progressive Waltz
No. 121—The Tucker Waltz
& Five-foot-two
No. 123 Teaching record with spoken
instructions

ALBUM NO. ONE

Old Favorites

Merry Widow Waltz/Skater's Waltz;
Varsouvianna/Black Hawk Waltz; Laces
and Graces/Glow Worm Gavotte; Teaching Record.

ALBUM NO. TWO New Favorites

ttS100
lit.t*I

A refreshing, tangy drink—ideal
for your club or square dance
party. One gallon of this base
makes six gallons of REAL
ORANGE drink. Also available
in lemon and grapefruit base.

• eodt teda ala 4$ a

91444 •

OBTAINABLE IN TWO SIZES:
BY THE GALLON —

The Irish Waltz/Waltz of the Bells; Down
the Lane/Cruising Down the River; Goodnight Irene/Sentimental Journey (The
Altai); Teaching Record.

• ALBUMS $4.95, postage prepaid •
Single Records $1.05, plus 30c mailing
The album with the complete presentation of
each dance is decidedly the best buy.

Purchase from your record dealer or
order from:

One Gallon Base Makes Six Gallons
of Delicious Drinks.
$3.35 per gal.
BY THE CASE
of the 24-6-ounce Cans—Each Can Makes
1 quart Refreshing Drink.
$3.60 per case of orange base
462 No. Robertsbn Blvd. • Los Angeles 48, Calif.
CRestview 5-5538
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Colorado Springs, Colorado
Box 203

25

SQUARE DANCE - ROUND DANCE
RECORDS

4

(Instructions included)
ASK TO HEAR 'OLD TIMER' RECORDS
AT YOUR FAVORITE RECORD COUNTER
Write For Our Complete Listing—and we will include FREE a complete set of instructions which accompnay
our records. (36 Squares & Rounds.)

OLD TIMER RECORD CO., 3703 N. 7th St., Phoenix, Arizona

(Letters continued)
Dear Editor:
It may be of some interest to your readers to
hear of my son's experience, in which square
dancing has certainly proved to be a "dooropener" to good times wherever one is located.
John enlisted in the Air Force about November 1, 1950, and was sent to Lackland Air Base,
San Antonio, Texas. As soon as he was settled,
he began looking for some square dances, as he
was a rabid dancer before going in the service,
and didn't want to go "stale." Through Rickey
and Marti Holden, those excellent Texas callers
and dancers, he found plenty of places to dance,

and enjoyed meeting many people. John was not
able to come home over Christmas, so the
Hoidens entertained him at their home Christmas Eve and all of Christmas day. Other parents
can apreciate our pleasure in knowing how well
he was taken care of away from home at that
season.
Shortly after the first of the year, John was
transferred to Francis E. Warren Air Force Base
near Cheyenne, Wyoming. Once more he turned
to square dancing for entertainment, and again
he found many dancers and callers ready and
willing to welcome him with open arms. All of
(Continued next page)

CALI PHONE the caller's partner
the 1951 MODEL 24MUV

America's Most Powerful
Single Unit

Complete Sound

$1625°

System

Plus
Excise Tax

3 speed transcription player
"Varipole" electrical variable speed
2-1 2" heavy duty loud speakers
Super power 24 watt peak amplifier
Inputs for 2 microphones
Combines to a single easily
Carried unit weighs 30 pounds
Other Colifones Complete Systems from $99.50
Send for 1951 Catalogue Liday

"VARIPOLE" SPEED TUNING
This exclusive Califone feature permits a gradual
adjustment of turntable speed from 25% below
normal to 10% above normal at all 3 speeds.

CALIFONE CORP.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

..,■
1■
1•1•1•1
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(Letters continued)

his letters are full of his experiences in the Air
Force, but also his free time is well-filled with
that exhilarating pastime—Square Dancing!
Dancers and parents alike can realize that
people who have a square-dancing background
will find fun and new friends wherever they
may he. In our own small way, we squaredancers may help to bring that much sought
after Peace to the world.
JACK BARBOUR
North Hollywood, Calif.
Dear Editor:
I had the "Graduation" exercises last night
for my first Beginners' group here in the mountains, in which there were about 90 enrolled
and a regular attendance of six sets or more.
I make it a rule to change the men to the next
set to the right around the room after each tip.

SHOP

in the West's Largest
Square Dance Store!

We have the
largest
selection of
ORIGINAL
STYLES ...
at the
LOWEST
PRICES
in town!

(Please Turn Page)

SquareDancified Advertising
Gladys Beverly, Pianist; Joe Chapelle, Guitar and
Banjo. All kinds western and square dance music;
budget prices; go anywhere. Phone: Harbor
1788. 211 E. Balboa Blvd., Balboa, California.

Mirk BERNIE

311-13 South Main St., Los Angeles, California
Mu 3881 • FREE PARKING • ANY LOT

HERE ARE THE LONG PLAYING RECORDS YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!
• THREE DOUBLE FACE TEN INCH DISCS, WITHOUT CALLS. RECORDED BY US AND PRESSED ON PURE VINYLITE
IN OUR OWN PLANT, THUS GUARANTEEING SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP AND QUALITY THROUGHOUT.
• CONTINUOUS RECORDINGS, FROM SEVEN AND A HALF TO EIGHT MINUTES TO A SIDE. CONVENTIONAL
GROOVING, NOT MICROGROOVE, SO YOU CAN PLAY THESE DISCS ON YOUR PRESENT 33 R.P.M. EQUIPMENT.
• SELECTION OF ALL NUMBERS AND PRODUCTION OF SAME PERSONALLY SUPERVISED DURING RECORDING BY
DON MILLS, THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST'S FOREMOST DANCE AUTHORITY.
EACH SIDE CONSISTS OF A MEDLEY OF TWO NUMBERS WHICH ADD TO THE MUSICAL INTEREST OF THE DANCE.
THE BEAT IS SOLID AND THE TEMPO IS EVEN AND SUSTAINED THROUGHOUT.
MUSIC BY ROGER CRANDALL and his BARN DANCE BOYS

No. 1001—A Side Down Home Rag and Kelso Rag
B Side Mississippi Sawyer and
Ragtime Annie
No. 1002—A Side The Campbells are Coming and
Irish Dance
B Side Arkansas Traveler and
Tennessee Waggoner
No. 1003—A Side Old Joe Clark and Devil's Dream
B Side The Gal I left Behind Me and
Buffalo Gals

Key of A MBM; 134. Playing Time: 8 min.
Key of D MBM: 134. Playing Time 8 min.
Key of D MBM: 132. Playing Time 7 min., 55 seconds.
Key of G MBM: 132. Playing Time: 7 min., 30 seconds.
Key of G MBM: 136. Playing Time: 8 min. 3 seconds.
Key of G MBM: 132. Playing Time: 7 min., 55 seconds.

IF YOU CANNOT OBTAIN THESE RECORDS FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER YOU MAY ORDER DIRECT
FROM US, BUT WHEN ORDERING, PLEASE LET US HAVE YOUR DEALERS NAME AND ADDRESS.

RETAIL PRICE PER DISC $3.00

leadea second
2417 SECOND AVENUE, SEATTLE 1, WASHINGTON
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CORRAL ...Square Dance
Hea • quarters in Santa Monica

HAS MOVED TO

504 WILSHIRE BLVD.
• Larger quarters
• Same high quality; same low prices
The CORRAL • 504 WILSHIRE BLVD.
Santa Monica, California • EXbrook 5-0346 • Open Friday Eves.

MEET THE STAFF

(Letters continued)
I also find a great interest in couple dances up

here.
The interest in Sets in Order is growing. I
have each student in my classes give their birth
date when they register, and, instead of giving
them a birthday card, I give them a Sets in
Order for the month in which their birthday
occurs. It costs no more than a card and they
treasure it more. I always present them signed.
LEE WADDELL
Big Bear Lake, Calif.

Poem/ 011.9itia4
Dresses - From $11 95 to $21.95
Knit Shawls - $5.95 to $10.95
Pantaloons and Slips

• BEA BINNS

• THE PARASOL

428 W. Arbor Vitae,
118 Knoll Circle Dr.
Inglewood, Calif.,
So. San Francisco, Calif.
OR 1-2353

EUNICE REITHARD
A versatile person indeed is Eunice Reithard,
Sets in Order staff artist, manager of Corner of
the Square, maker of posters and signs, and
square dancer. For several strenuous and concentrating days each month, Eunice clips and
pastes the pages of Sets in Order together so
that they are ready for the printer. When a little
drawing is needed, Eunice whips one out and
there are times when she may be answering her
busy telephone with one hand, selling a fluffy
pretty to a Corner of the Square Customer with
the other—and preparing Sets in Order with a
pencil in her teeth, presumably. With her husband, Bill, an industrial designer. Eunice attends
several square dances a week, taking time out
from that pastime occasionally to indulge in a
week-end "camp-out" trip.
28

• FRICKS
7018 Pacific Byrd.
Huntington Park, Calif.
WE KNOW YOU WILL BE PLEASED

Visit SARGENT'S
SQUARE DANCE CORNER!
The Square Dancers Haven For
Justin Cowboy Boots - California Ranchwear
Levi Strauss Wear - Hats - Ties - Frontier Pants
Cool Washable Shirts
Alterations Done Free!!

Special discounts to Callers and
Dance Clubs
• Tie Holders Free •

SARGENTS
6219 Pacific Blvd., Huntington Park, Calif.
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OUR ANSWER TO
"TOO MUCH—TOO LONG"
By Harold Sturrock
.In Feb. 'Sets In Order"

SQUARE DANCE "DUDS"
FOR MEN

Now listen here, my dancing friend,
You're wrong, dead wrong when you say the end
Should sooner come and send us all
To sit like dummies along the wall.
In all the dances that I see
There never yet has seemed to be
A desire to quit a set that's good and strong
No matter if it's gone on long.

• FRONTIER PANTS
• WESTERN SHIRTS
• WESTERN BOOTS
We have the right clothes for square-dancing fun.

MAYFAIR RIDING
& SPORTS SHOP
271 No. Canon Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
BR. 2-1833

1644 No. Wilcox
Hollywood, Calif.
GL. 9943

Really Outstanding

So change your spot at the "tip's" end
And by applause to the caller send
An urgent message, to start the square
For you now have had some gulps of air.

SQUARE DANCE FROCKS
PETTICOATS • PANTALETS • PANTALOONS
SKIRTS & BLOUSES

The only thing I'd have to say,
Among the things for which we pay,
That fewer "Rounds" and shorter "fives"
Will make us younger all our lives."
ROY GOOCH
Los Angeles, Calif.

Complete Stock of
Square Dance Dresses
Also made to order

Catherine Ogle
106 WEST DORAN STREET
GLENDALE 3, CALIF.

CITRUS 11884

MacGregor Records
/4•01

rite

teleeue eV a stew alecait

SINGING CALLS
by your own favorite square dance caller

FENTON

"JONESY" JONES
ALBUM No. 8
The Girl I Left Behind Me
Manana
Irish Washer Woman
You Call Everybody Darling

DON'T WAIT

I Want A Girl (Old Fashioned Girl)
Red River Valley
Ocean Wave
Cindy

ORDER NOW !

WRITE - WIRE - PHONE
MAC GREGOR DECORDS
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729 South Western Avenue Los Angeles 5, California

45/04 for SQUARE DANCERS
Beautiful Felt—with
Choice of Pocket Designs

$10.95
Calif. odd 3% sales tax

J

For the best in Square Dance Shoes

Black • White • Royal
Lilac • Pink • Aqua

LOS ANGELES HOLLYWOOD
Sunset Blvd.
GL 3744
TU 8762
SAN FRANCISCO
988 Market St., Room 412

462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.

N. 77/RN •

5619

411 West Seventh St.

On display at your favorite shop
ORDER by Mail:
CORNER OF SQUARE

p

INE•hs

ie!

MASTER OF WESTERN STYLING
Let the man who designs for leading cowboys,
radio and television stars supply your squaredancing needs.
• Western Shirts of Tweed Linen
Washable Material
Open Wed. & Fri. Eve. 'till 8 p.m.; Sun. 10-3

"Watch for the big sign with the little man"

13715 Ventura Blvd., Phone STate 4-0595
Van Nuys, Calif.

Something for you, and it won't cost a cent.
Prepared by the staff of "Sets in Order," a
special twelve-page fold over type booklet entitled "The A.B.C.'s of Square Dancing" is now
available for square dance callers to distribute to
their dancers, clubs and classes everywhere.
Please don't ask for more copies than you need
to fill your own requirements. Send your order
to Public Relations Department; "Sets in Order,"
462 No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif.

HELP for Callers and Dancers
PUBLICATIONS by . . .

0
1.5

SQUARE DANCING FOR BEGINNERS

SQUARE

:Do.is.114G
'

g•

A glossary of terms helpful to the beginner, and a
collection of some of the simpler standard square
dances and breaks. $1.00*

SQUARE DANCING FOR INTERMEDIATES

a,,c)GiAv
D

Used by thousands of square dancers to help in getting
the most enjoyment out of their favorite hobby. $1.00*

NEWER AND ADVANCED
SQUARE DANCES
Contains nearly 50 dances, breaks, and pertinent information for the further enjoyment of more advanced
square dancing. $1.00*

DANCIN' A ROUND
illustrated instructions on round dancing by
Virginia Anderson, Ginger Osgood and
Gracie Hoheisal. $1.00*

'HERE'S TO SQUARE DANCING"
by
* Californians
•
add 3% sales tax

FRANK GRUNDEEN
(SETS IN ORDER CARTOONIST ►
Foreword by

BOB OSGOOD

$1.50*
Per copy

SEND CHECK OR M.O. TO:
"SETS IN ORDER" • 462 No. Robertson Blvd. • Los Angeles 48 • Calif.

2n
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OLD
rASEIONED
GIRD
Spring is in the air and Windsor's "OLD FASHIONED GIRL"
promenades down the walk in all her finery. This recording is filled with nostalgic musical memories of handlebar
mustaches and hoop skirts. Its lilting melody makes all dancers
want to sing of "That Girl Just Like The Girl That Married
Dear Old Dad." Simple but interesting dance figures keep
everyone in graceful motion.
On the other side is "HURRY, HURRY, HURRY," a frisky, frolicsome number full of gleeful fun in its airy animation.
Record #7405. Pure Vinylite GOLD LABEL. Called by Doc
$1.45
Alumbaugh. Full instructions

NEW RECORDS IN THE CALLERS PROFESSIONAL SERIES
Real hoedown music by the Chuck Wagon Team on pure
vinylite, unbreakable records. Instrumental only without calls.
Standard needle and tone arm.
#3108 "OLD RED ROOSTER." Key of A and "BATTLE OF
EAGLE'S PEAK." Key of D. 33 r.p.m., 7 min. of play . . . $1.75
#7108 Same as above only at 78 r.p.m. and 4 min. play. $1.45
#3109 "LIMBER JIM." Key of D and "GOTTA CHOP SOME
$1.75
WOOD." Key of D. 33 r.p.m., 6 min. play

#7109 Same as above only at 78 r.p.m. and 4 min. play $1.45
Add handling

If not stocked by
your record dealer

WinhicOkikeeorbs

we ship to you direct.
DANC‘14
Sr FOR —

2808 S. Baldwin Ave., Arcadia, Calif.

charge of 35c
for oll orders
under four records.

ATlantic 6-7542

It's King's ffir SallARF nANCE TnrIS
at reasonable prices
Western Shirts
Frontier Pants $3.95—$19.95
Boots-wide toe, low heel $14.95
Western Shoes $10.50
Moccasins for after dancing comfort

11= .%
3otneig

NEW for
SOUA'ANCING!

PETTI-HOOP
Hoop skirt, white cotton,
eyelet trim. Tempered
Steel hoop easily removed for washing or
storing.

for Western
Wear

It's

Corner of Von Nuys Blvd. and Hamlin

6472 Von Nuys Blvd.
Van Nuys, California

ST. 5.2586
Open Friday Evenings

A ROUND DANCE NIGHTMARE

(Resulting from all Those New Ones!)
As I was STUMBLING DOWN THE
LANE on a RAINY DAY with PATRICIA,
taking her to TEA FOR TWO, the THIRD
MAN with his MUSIC BOX playing TOO RA
LOO RA asked directions to SWANEE
RIVER. I told him about the BEAUTIFUL
OHIO, but he didn't like it, so thinking he was
Brigham Young, he took EVA, NOLA, JOSEPHINE and MELISSA and went south to
TENNESSEE. At the end of his SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY when the SHADOWS length-

Floor length $12.50
Ballerina length $10.00
Order (Send waist and hip measurements)

Thelma Summers, 8401 Lee Drive
Kansas City 5, Missouri • Phone: GI 5998

ened, he thought of his old SWEETHEART
and whispered "GOOD NIGHT IRENE."
CLARA TAYLOR
Laguna Beach, Calif.
ONE ANSWER
Quoting from Square Dancing, a pamphlet
published by the Square Dance Council of
Houston, Texas, for January, 1951:
In answer to Sets in Order's two-page question, 'What's happening to Square Dancing?',
we'll reply, Too many Chiefs—not enough
Indians.'

OUR BUSINESS IS
9U9Sfer MSS fey DANC/111
Ask for
Stockman
$8.95 up

fr

Ask for
Oakland $9.95
Without embroidery $7.95
Washable
Form fitting • Pearl snaps

PASADENA, CALIF.
635 E. Colorado Blvd.
SY 6-2240
OPEN FRI. EVES.

0.

Ask for
Promenader
$10.95

Ask for
Sheridan
$6.95
Washable
Form fitting • Pearl snaps

EL MONTE, CALIF.
522 W. Valley Blvd.

FO 8 3985
-

OPEN FRI. & SAT. EVES.

FEATURING H BAR C AND CALIFORNIA RANCHWEAR
•SEND US YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS FOR OUR MAILING LIST ! •
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0 BIER of the SQUARE 7etzegireed---

Some attractive dresses and accessories designed and made by our advertisers. These may be
ordered thru the CORNER OF THE SQUARE, by sending check or money order to "Sets in Order,"
462 No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, California. Send waist and bust measurements and your
height. Prices quoted are for sizes 10-16; other sizes made to order. (No C.O.D.s, please.)

Inspired by Arizona squaw dress! Sleeve

Square dancer's stole in beautiful pink,

ruffle and ruffle-headings on the three

blue, aqua, white, yellow, or purple

tiers are faced in contrasting colors.

felt; pockets decorated in felt and se-

Beautifully-fitted bodice. $26.00 * Avail-

quined dancing flower design. $1 1.45*

able ballerina and full length.

Very feminine! Flowered cotton wit
solid color in frills, sash lining, an
back yoke, $23.00' Available in bloc'
red, or brown dotted sheer, trimmed i
white organdy. $25.00'

A THANK YOUfor so patiently waiting for your ballet shoes to be sent. We received so many
orders which had to be held until our shipment was received from the factory.
"Postage included in price. Californians add 3% sales tax.

Sheer and cool ! Tissue gingham in red,

Two piece: red and white checked

green or blue. Your prettiest petticoat

blouse with ruffle pantie bottom under

peeks thru the bottom frill of white or-

a dark blue cotton, full-swinging halter

Fresh and pert! Red dotted swiss anc
white permanent finish organdy corn.
bined. Over 12 yards around bottom
exquisite details. $35.95* Long bac;

gandy. $23.95*

skirt, red rick-rack trim. $22.95*

zipper.

SORRY, WE DO NOT HAVE A CATALOGUE AT PRESENT!

SATURDAY NIGHT AT

SUNNY HILLS

HIGH LEVEL DANCING • TOP CALLERS • FUN

ve an • Ralph
Maxhimer
Round Dancing
Thursday 8 P.M.

-Paul Pierce
1st & 3rd

w

Jim York
2nd & 4th

Jack Hutchins
2nd & 4th

Unexcelled Music — Good Acoustics Excellent Floor

SUNNY HILLS RECREATION CENTER • Highway 101 • 1 Mile North of Fullerton

A COUPLE OF BITS FROM TEXAS
El Paso, Texas—April 21, 1951, is the date of
the giant El Paso Jamboree, to be held in the El
Paso Coliseum.
Special events connected with
the big Jamboree are a Ranchero Breakfast at
the Square Dance Ranch on Newman Highway
from 7: 30 to 10: 30 in the morning. Then ,a great
Barbecue Supper at the Lower Valley Community
Center from 6 to 7: '30 in the evening. The big
dance itself, with Forrest Delk and his orchestra
will run from 8 till 12 in the evening. Bob Osgood of Los Angeles, California, will be M.C.

AMERICAN
SQUARES

and will also give two days of instruction at the
Square Dance Ranch preceding the Festival. For
further information, write Harold Newsome,
P.O. Box 3552, Station A, El Paso, Texas.
Houston, Texas—On April 20 and 21, 1951,
the Houston square dancers will turn out to support their Annual Square Dance Festival in the
Houston Coliseum, and the public is cordially
invited to be in attendance and to listen to the
calling of some of Texas' finest callers, as well as
guest callers brought in from different parts of
the country. Special events, including swap-shops
will a!(:o be a portion of the special program.

T'N'T PA LIA.r.

The American
Folk Dance Magazine
Presents

BILL MOONEY calling
The three finest square and folk dance schools in the
United States.
A staff drawn from all sections of the country and
teaching all types of dances. Individual attention to
callers. Reference material available for purchase.
Notes of dances free to students. Classes graded to
students' knowledge and experience.

LINCOLN MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY
Harrogate, Tenn. July 1st to 7th, inc.

CAMP FARLEY
Mashpee, Cape Cod, Mass. Aug. 5th to 11th inc.

CAMP IHDUHAPI
Aug. 26th to Sept. 2nd, Sept. 1st to 3rd, inc.

Glendora Dancing Center
• Room for 90 squares
One side all open for ventilation
Perfect acoustics
Radiant-heated floor for cool nights
Expertly finished floor
40,000 foot paved parking area
TUESDAY—Beginning Classes

WEDNESDAY—Advanced Classes
THURSDAY—Intermediate Classes
(rues., Wed., Thurs. nights,
Adult Education sponsored.)

FRIDAY—Closed Club Night
For an illustrated folder, write to

AMERICAN SQUARES
121-42 Delaware St., Woodbury, N. J.
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SATURDAY—High level Open Dance

1920 E. Alosta Highway 66
2 Miles East of Glendora
Telephone: Fleetwood 5-2673

SETS in ORDER, APRIL '51
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JOAN VOHS — of MGM — beautiful and
strawberry blonde, prefers square dance
clothes that are youthful and simple in
design. For her summer dancing she has
selected this cool colored organdy trimmed with eyelet yolk and sleeves and full
tiered skirt inserted with eyelet band.
$32.50
• The little basket purse from Mexico, trimmed with flowers $2.50
• Pantaloons and Pantalets $4.95
• Heart locket $2.50
• Eyelet trimmed Sissy Briefs $4.95
• Hooped Petticoat $8.95

12715 Ventura Blvd.

No. Hollywood, Calif.

Phone STanley 7-6087
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. . . Tie those gals up in a double bow knot . . ."

vacateela

61*
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INSTITUTE
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June 27 to July 2

inclusive

On the Monterey Penninsula
A week of concentrated knowhow on getting the most out of your favorite hobby.
Combined with a vacation in a most interesting and picturesque location. And
best of all—for the first time, it is OPEN TO CALLERS AND DANCERS ALIKE!

5

• Ray Smith • Fenton "Jonesy" Jones • Dale Garrett

• Ralph Maxhimer • Bob Osgood
For information and application blank write:

SETS IN ORDER • SUMMER CLINIC • 462 No. Robertson Blvd. L. A. 48 • Calif.
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